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Life  
Online 
 

 

A number of the bloggers I follow have been doing a bit of pondering recently about 

where the internet fits into 21st century life – mainly by trying to work out what to think 

about social networking developments and, in particular, the latest craze – Twitter.  The 

main questions that seem to have come up have to do with how useful developments 

like Twitter (or any form of blogging) really are – whether or not they’re a waste of time, 

and with how self-serving or narcissistic they are.  I believe that these questions (and 

therefore, their answers) are quite closely bound. 

 

I will begin with a sketch of how I believe the internet has developed over the past 

couple of decades; then I will consider some of the criticisms people have of blogging or 

micro-blogging sites such as Twitter before finishing with some thoughts on how such 

sites should be used. 
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1) A Brief Sketch of 

the Internet’s Developments 

 

In my own experience, the way I use the internet has certainly changed considerably 

over the years.  When I first started to use the internet, it was like a separate world in a 

divided realm.  There was the virtual world and the real world.  There was a fairly 

(though not entirely) clear distinction between real and virtual community. It is true that 

it was quite common to talk with ‘real’ friends on applications such as MSN Messenger 

but it was also normal and common to interact with a number of strangers online on 

forums, discussion boards, and chatrooms.  It wasn’t all that rare to hear about couples 

who met online.  This was the norm for a relatively long time.  Over the years, a number 

of social networking sites were set up but they do not seem to have been a great success 

– this is probably because their users were mainly teenagers. 

 

After a few years, along came Facebook – I remember signing up after arriving at 

University – at the time it was only available in a number of American colleges and then 

in Oxbridge in the UK and over the next few years it exploded. Everyone was on it – 

and I would imagine their success is mainly down to the fact that it began with 

University students – earlier, less successful, social networking sites seemed to be aimed 

at teenagers.  With the success of Facebook, over time, forming relationships with 

strangers online became less normal and the things we once did online with total 

strangers – joining various groups, sharing information on profiles and the like – we did 

mainly with real friends (or at least real acquaintances).  Rather than being a way to 

interact with strangers, the internet became a way of being in touch with friends. It was 
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still a kind of virtual community – but the people in one’s real community and virtual 

community began to overlap a lot more. 

 

But then came Twitter, which has taken things a step further.  One can speak about what 

one did on Facebook (in ‘Facebook-world’, as it were) – one chatted with X, or ‘poked’ 

them, or ‘sent them a gift’.  However, one cannot really talk about what one did on 

Twitter – occasionally, there is talk of ‘Twitterland’ or the ‘Twittersphere’ but this 

probably only because people are used to speaking of social networking sites in such 

terms, but such an idea doesn’t really exist.  Mainly because what one does on Twitter is 

talk about what one is doing – that is, doing in the real world.  

 

The internet is gradually becoming more of an integrated part of life.  Rather than being 

the home of virtual communities – it’s becoming more of a tool used by real 

communities.  I heard somewhere that it was thought by many that, in its early days, the 

invention of the telephone would put an end to all face-to-face communication.  Clearly, 

this prediction has proved to be wrong, and it appears that any similar predictions 

about the internet will also prove to be wrong – and it seems to me that this is due to the 

developments in online social networking. 

 

But what is Twitter, really?  Is it the “telegraph of narcissus” as someone has suggested?  

Is it a pointless waste of time?  What about the kind of community it facilitates?  Does it 

do any good?  Or is ‘tweeting’, in fact, a worthwhile activity? 
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2) To Tweet or  

Not to Tweet? 

 

Twitter is a simple website where one, in no more than 140 characters, regularly 

answers the question “What are you doing?”.  There appear to be three main criticisms 

of this site.  First, that it is essentially narcissistic; secondly, that it is pointless; third, that 

it facilitates the wrong kind of community. 

 

The suggestion that Twitter is narcissistic, or the “telegraph of narcissus” as it was 

called, appeared in Nicholas Carr’s blog and was cited on Justin Taylor’s blog.  He said 

the following: 

 
“Not only are you the star of the show, but everything that happens to you, no matter 

how trifling, is a headline, a media event, a stop-the-presses bulletin.” 

“… with artfully kitschy services like Twitter we're allowed to both indulge our self-

absorption and distance ourselves from it by acknowledging, with a coy digital wink, its 

essential emptiness. I love me! Just kidding!” 

 
Justin Taylor, after quoting Carr’s post, asks, “Do I hear an amen?”  As much as I 

usually enjoy and his blog I’m afraid that this one time, I think I'd have to say, “No”.  

I’ve been helped in this regard by Abraham Piper’s fine blog, “22words”.  One of his 

posts is entitled “It’s good to ask if Twitter is necessarily narcissistic (as long as you 

answer No).” In it, he says the following: 

 
“Conversations with narcissists – whether at the church, bar, or computer – will feel 

narcissistic. 

http://www.roughtype.com/archives/2009/04/dot_dash_dot_da.php
http://theologica.blogspot.com/2009/04/twitter-telegraph-of-narcissus.html
http://theologica.blogspot.com/2009/04/twitter-telegraph-of-narcissus.html
http://twentytwowords.com/
http://twentytwowords.com/2009/03/31/it%E2%80%99s-good-to-ask-if-twitter-is-necessarily-narcissistic-as-long-as-you-answer-no/
http://twentytwowords.com/2009/03/31/it%E2%80%99s-good-to-ask-if-twitter-is-necessarily-narcissistic-as-long-as-you-answer-no/
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It’s who you’re talking to that matters, not where.” 

 
In twenty two words, he has got it spot on.  Something one does on the internet, while it 

may be visible for all to see, may not be there for the purpose of broadcasting things to 

everyone. It is a communication tool – it is about talking with people – so if one is a 

narcissist, then of course one will use Twitter narcissistically. 

 
This is also what Robert Strohmeyer, cited on Josh Harris’s blog, says in his post on why 

“Twitter quitters don’t get it”, where he explains that “Twitter […] can be a tremendous 

tool for information gathering and social networking.” 

 
However, Nicholas Carr would still have a problem with Twitter as he understands it 

not only to be “the telegraph of narcissus” but also to be about broadcasting “the 

minutiae of our lives” as if they were important headlines. Here again, Abraham Piper 

helps us to see sense: 

 
“Places like Twitter and comments about coffee remind me how significant 

insignificance can be.” 

 
That is to say, the minutiae matter – not because they are “stop-the-presses bulletins”, 

but because it is not only the news headlines that matter.  We will return to this at a later 

point. 

 
The third and final problem that critics mention is its role in community.  Nicholas Carr 

has this to say: 

 
“The great paradox of “social networking” is that it uses narcissism as the glue for 

“community”.  Being online means being alone, and being in an online community 

means being alone together. The community is purely symbolic…” 

 
I think this would have been correct if the role of the internet were still how I described 

it used to be in its early days, and if the social networking sites such as Facebook and 

http://www.pcworld.com/businesscenter/article/164107/twitter_quitters_just_dont_get_it.html
http://www.joshharris.com/2009/04/twitter_flu_are_you_infected.php
http://twentytwowords.com/2008/11/12/the-absolute-necessity-of-things-that-don%E2%80%99t-matter-at-all/
http://www.roughtype.com/archives/2009/04/dot_dash_dot_da.php
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Twitter hadn’t been quite so hugely popular and influential as they have been.  But they 

do appear to have brought about considerable change.  The internet, rather than 

creating community, is now used by existing communities.  So being online isn’t 

necessarily being alone – it means staying in touch with those in our community. Robert 

Strohmeyer, also cited above, puts it this way: 

 

“Sure, you can follow big-name celebrities who aren't likely to follow you back or care 

about you, but you can also follow minor celebrities and luminaries who just might 

follow you back and respond to you.  More importantly, you can follow people you 

actually know, and keep abreast of the events in their lives and--more importantly--the 

ideas they're sharing in a way that requires very little of your effort or time.  If the 

people you follow are at all interesting, you'll probably learn something from their 

tweets.” 

 

This is right, however the problem is that he goes on to say, “And if they’re not, you can 

find new people to follow”.  Lewis Roderick at the proGnosis, rather helpfully said this: 

 

“At Twitter’s heart is an attempt to facilitate community.  Jack Dorsey, Twitter’s founder 

saw the need; ‘People are eager to connect with other people and Twitter makes that 

simple’.  It offers its users a mode of staying hyper-connected and this is very Biblical.  

Those created in the image of the Ultimate Relational Being naturally long for 

community. 

 

But there’s a flaw. [Its] simplicity acts both for and against community.  With one click 

you can choose to follow or ignore.  ‘Twitter puts you in control and becomes a modern 

antidote to information overload’ - You choose who’s in and who’s out, the snag being 

that it is not community when you can zone in and out of connection with others.  On 

Twitter, if someone bores you, or hounds you with constant replying to your messages 

you can delete them as easily as you added them.  Essentially, the community that 

http://www.pcworld.com/businesscenter/article/164107/twitter_quitters_just_dont_get_it.html
http://www.pcworld.com/businesscenter/article/164107/twitter_quitters_just_dont_get_it.html
http://theprognosis.org/2009/03/30/twitterhappy-community-vs-network/
http://theprognosis.org/
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Twitter offers is one in which you’re autonomous, and ironically, is the complete 

opposite of the community of service found in the gospel that people crave.” 

 

As Josh Harris also says: 

 

“Like the internet in general, blogs and Facebook I think Twitter can be a useful tool for 

getting information and communicating with others.  And like all the aforementioned it 

can be a big waste of time.  So we all need to use it wisely.” 

 

 

 

http://www.joshharris.com/2009/04/twitter_flu_are_you_infected.php
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3) How Should  

One Tweet? 

 

There are four main things that come to mind.  The first two are to address what I’ve 

highlighted already.  First, to remember what Twitter is – it’s a place to talk about what 

we’re doing so if tweeting is all we do we’re both wasting time and missing the point. 

 

Secondly, to remember what Lewis Roderick points out and not just to love those we 

find easy to love, and pick and choose those with whom we share community with a 

flick of a switch.  I suppose this might be more of an issue with something like Facebook 

than with Twitter but it still needs to be remembered.  This is not to say that we do not 

prevent anyone from following us – but we should have a good, not just a personally 

convenient, reason to do so. 

 

The third thing is regarding Abraham Piper’s blog post, mentioned above, about how 

places like Twitter can remind us of “how significant insignificance can be”.  

 

The world of twenty four hour news can sometimes convince us that this is a world 

where only the big headlines count.  But we live our lives in the so-called “mundane”.  

Recently, I’ve been reading Paul Tripp’s excellent book on Psalm 51, “Whiter than Snow: 

Meditations on Sin and Mercy” – something he says in the first chapter is very helpful 

here: 

 

“You and I don’t live in a series of big, dramatic moments.  We don’t careen from big 

decision to big decision.  We all live in an endless series of little moments.  The character 

http://theprognosis.org/2009/03/30/twitterhappy-community-vs-network/
http://twentytwowords.com/2008/11/12/the-absolute-necessity-of-things-that-don%E2%80%99t-matter-at-all/
http://www.paultrippministries.com/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Whiter-Than-Snow-Meditations-Mercy/dp/1433502305/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1242858395&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Whiter-Than-Snow-Meditations-Mercy/dp/1433502305/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1242858395&sr=8-1
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of a life isn’t set in ten big moments.  The character of a life is set in ten thousand little 

moments of everyday life.” 

 

In our Christian witness, because life is about the little moments of everyday life, it’s in 

those little moments that we’ll be seen to be different.  During the first week of the 

“New Word Alive” conference in 2009, I went to a fascinating series of seminars called 

“Turning the World Upside Down” by Ellis Potter and Jim Paul (these are available to 

download from the NWA website).  During one seminar, Ellis had us imagine us all 

going out to the street and all approaching ten people to ask them one question (having 

assured them that we weren’t trying to sell them anything or get hold of their money).  

We were asked to imagine how people would answer.  This is the question: “If you were 

to become a Christian today, do you think your life would be fuller, richer, more 

engaged or emptier, poorer, less engaged?”  Everyone in the room thought the majority 

would go for the latter option. Ellis agreed.  And I think that’s often because we 

Christians think that too – we forget that Jesus came to give us life in all its fullness 

(John 10:10); we forget that what Christ achieved for us was to make us more, not less, 

human.  

 

I think the tweeting of Christians, on the whole, would be quite different from non-

Christian tweeting if we remembered this – it’d be bright and salty.  Maybe an 

(admittedly weak) example would be one minute to tweet about watching a film or TV 

programme, then about meeting a friend to read the Bible and pray, then about going to 

an art exhibition, then about going to get a coffee and doing some reading or whatever 

one is doing.  It is a great tool for providing friends with a snapshot of the rich, 

comprehensive, life that a Christian may life. 

 

The bigger Twitter gets, the more it could turn out to be quite a helpful tool in our 

witness – that’s if we live the Christian life as it should be (and therefore answer the 

http://www.martinweaver.net/Ellis/lectures.htm
http://www.newwordalive.org/shop/new-word-alive-media/training-tracks#anc2009-nwa1-student-seminar-tracks-turning-the-world-upside-down
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"What are you doing?" question differently).  And by that I do not mean if we live 

perfect lives – on which, more later. 

 

There is a fourth thing to observe – which could be an elaboration on the third point. 

 

The Bible is an amazing book.  It is an honest book and it helps us in turn to be honest as 

well.  The Bible frees us to own and face our sin and our brokenness.  And, of course, it 

brings us to find healing in the gospel.  So our tweeting should probably reflect that.  

This is not to say that we need to confess all our individual sins on Twitter – that would 

probably be inappropriate and unhelpful. But to be open about our sinfulness in general 

would be quite a witness, would it not? 

 

Here’s an example from Sammy Davies, it is not perfect but it is a good starting point: 

 

“Being a Christian on Twitter, then (or Facebook for that matter), isn’t about posting a 

link to a Christian article or a ‘worship’ band’s MySpace page. It isn’t about increasing 

traffic to your blog (as if reading what you or I have got to write on say Twitter is going 

to revolutionize their walk). It isn’t even about trite mini preaches to the world every 

time you remember the Gospel. 

 

Here’s what I think using Twitter for the kingdom looks like, tweeting your in a bad 

mood, being reminded by a brother that Christ rose, then tweeting that in light of 

having such a Saviour your bad mood is a bit pathetic (or something similar).” 

 

Online social networking provides an opportunity to be communicating regularly with 

our friends and families; thus it also provides the opportunity to show the world how 

liberating the gospel is. Therefore the Internet will be a useful, even important, tool for 

us to use as we seek to turn the world upside down. So let us all do it – even the 

http://saintbeagle.wordpress.com/2009/04/23/twitter-316/
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technophobes among us – that we might display how the gospel works in the lives both 

of individuals and of communities. 
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